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When the definite wedding ceremony project has been schemed out, one of the most important pre-
wedding tasks is preparing stunning wedding invitations .When you are surfing the net or hanging
around the shop ,you will easily find that there are diversified styles of wedding invitation available.
That may be a quite deceptive phenomenon. The general idea of picking wedding stationery is that
the card had better cater for the theme of wedding ceremony and in a lower price .While the
principle is in such a board term, some brides may easily fall into confusion with the dazzling array
of choices. Now let me give you a brief overview of those wedding invitations.

Letterpress Wedding Card

Letterpress style is one of the most classical styles which features a long history. The letterpress
printing technology can be dated back to 1400s. While with the renaissance of vintage style
,letterpress has been revived and renewed in the past few years. With vintage presses on the high
quality paper, the most outstanding character of this style is that it create the effect that the letters
and pictures are stamped into the paper, accent the silhouette of each character, creating a quite
sharp-cut visual effect. But this may not be that cheap.

Engraved Style

The manufacturing process of engraved stationery is quite difficult. The paper is stamped with a
mold in order to leave an indentation or imprint on the card. Then ink is applied to the imprint and
allowed to day. After the processing , the letters appear slightly raise, moreover, the opposite side
appear the same effect. The engraved style is higher in its price.

Foil Stamping

Foil stamping is a dry printing method in which a heated die and foil are used to apply graphics to a
surface. This style comes with various finish such as shiny, matte and holographic. Compared with
normal wedding cards ,this style could add a shiny metallic to your wedding card, couldnâ€™t be more
suitable for those who are looking forward to an elegant and gorgeous wedding ceremony.

Hand Drawn wedding stationery

For those who pursue the uniqueness of their wedding cards, hand drawn style are quite popular.
The shop always need the couple provide a portrait, and then the artist will design the unique theme
and draw the wedding card for the new couple. Such a customized products would always be so
cute and interesting which will engrave an exclusive memory on the heart of both the new couple
and the guests.

Digital Printing

When you ask what is the most fashionable style of wedding invitations today , I will answer you
with the digital printing wedding invitations. The digital printer would print the exquisite patterns and
letters on the card, reliable technology would restore the original color. Flat, folded, pocket fold style
offer you various options. Whatâ€™s more, the period cycle of digital printing is quite short, which would
help you to arrange your time more effectively. Ultimately, the price of digital printing wedding cards
is quite low ,so you wonâ€™t have to worry about the budget, that is also why digital printing is so
popular.
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